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Abstract

The Web-of-Things or WoT offers a way to standardize the access to services embedded on everyday objects, leveraging on well accepted standards of the Web such as HTTP and REST services. The WoT offers new ways to build mashups of object services, notably in smart buildings composed of sensors and actuators. Many things are now taking advantage of the progresses of embedded systems relying on the ubiquity of Wi-Fi networks following the 802.11 standards. Such things are often battery powered and the question of energy efficiency is therefore critical. In our research, we believe that several optimizations can be applied in the application layer to optimize the energy consumption of things. More specifically in this paper, we propose an hybrid layer automatically selecting the most appropriate communication protocol between current standards of WoT. Our results show that indeed not all protocols are equivalent in terms of energy consumption, and that some noticeable energy saves can be achieved by using our hybrid layer.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, in a vision of inter-connected sensors and actuators attached to physical objects, the concept of Internet-of-Things (IoT) has been rising [1]. This idiom encloses the concept of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and goes further with all kinds of physical objects able to communicate. As result of this, new kinds of Information Systems (IS) were raising, able to communicate and interact with our surrounding environment in real-time. The field of building automation can be pointed as a good example of such IS, where communicating sensors and actuators are nowadays populating new and renovated buildings [21]. New communicating objects are also arising in such smart-buildings, as for example to provide feedback to the user on the energy consumption [3]. The Internet-of-Things has since then been enhanced with well-known Web patterns leading to the Web-of-Things (WoT) [2]. With this new paradigm, developers have now standardized and easily integrable tools for communicating with things at the application level.

The management of the energy consumption of this multitude of communicating nodes is certainly one of the main problem of the IoT. Even if new low-power standards like 6LoWPAN, IEEE802.15.4 and RPL...
are gaining importance at the network layer, the WoT framework is actually not sensible regarding energy. Furthermore, significant reduction of energy consumption can be achieved by optimizing the protocol and data structure used for communicating with things at the highest layers.

In this paper, we show the feasibility of using a middleware at the application level able to select the most suitable communication method that can reduce energy consumption of things connected to the Internet through Wi-Fi. We base our work on the Web-of-Things paradigm proposing to use WebSockets or RESTful APIs, either based on HTTP or CoAP [4], for event-based data exchange. Instead to constrain application developers to choose a communication way, they can rely on an hybrid layer dynamically selecting the less consuming method of communication, depending on how much data should be sent. This represents a significant benefit by letting developers focus on other tasks than thinking about costs.

The next section of this paper refers and summarizes related work. In Sect. 3, we provide a brief overview of event-based communications axioms of the Web-of-Things and present an expansion of it in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we develop our test environment and our approach for optimizing the energy consumption of things using Wi-Fi. Sect. 6 shows how we implemented our hybrid layer. Energy consumption results attesting the efficiency of our hybrid layer are presented in Sect. 7. Finally, Sect. 8 concludes our paper and provides insights on further research.

2. Related work

One of the early projects considering people, places and things as Web resources is the Cooltown project [12], using HTTP GET and POST requests for manipulating things. Since then, with sensing and actuating devices taking benefit of advances made in embedded systems and having more computing power on smaller devices, it was possible to embed Web servers on things. In the WebPlug framework [13], where sensors and actuators are playing a central role, the strengths of the WoT allow to build so-called mashups.

Issues relative to performance and energy consumption were rapidly observed with the emergence of sensor networks based on Web services. The main advantage of the SOAP protocol resides on the benefit of standardizing the communication between Web services. However, the large overhead of XML and the protocol itself result in SOAP to be not optimized in terms of energy consumption [9]. A clear answer to this problem is provided by RESTful APIs being much lighter, which are increasingly adopted in many IS, especially in the domain of IoT and WoT [8] [10]. In recent times, persistent TCP connections called WebSockets have been proposed for the communication between things [11]. Preliminary comparisons between HTTP and WebSockets in terms of energy consumption have been reported [6]. This previous research showed differences between these protocols in terms of energy consumption, with complex variations as a function of the payload and frequency of the communication. Motivated by this previous work, we present our research focusing on the analysis of the optimal choice between RESTful APIs (HTTP and CoAP) and persistent TCP connections from an energy consumption point of view. More particularly, we open the question if rules may exist and can be implemented on things for selecting by their own the most economical way of communicating.

3. Common event-based communications

Sensors and actuators data naturally varies in terms of quantity and frequency, depending on the context of use and the type of thing. We can demonstrate it with an example of a power outlet continuously notifying about power consumption, while a presence sensor will only signal a change of state. This kind of behaviour is leading to so-called event-based communications. The WoT proposes two fundamentally different approaches for managing event-based communication: RESTful callbacks (HTTP and CoAP) and persistent TCP connections [5]. All three approaches are detailed below.

Registration: The first thing to do for an event-based system is to register the consumer at the producer. Working with REST, we can expand the API with services assigned for registration [5]. A thing (consumer) interested in being notified about changes of state of another thing (producer) will announce itself by providing the necessary callback information. For example, a lamp will register at a door contact sensor to
be notified when someone enters or leaves the room. This is realized by the lamp sending a HTTP POST request to http://door.office.home/register. The request can be of two types: (1) REST service – The request contains a JSON message indicating a REST service as callback, (2) WebSocket – The request contains the HTTP upgrade header field for switching to WebSocket, the connection is then kept open.

**HTTP requests:** The REST paradigm, is used by the WoT to expose things as resources to the Web [7]. Unlike SOAP, REST uses HTTP as application protocol for interacting with things and not only as transport protocol. In addition, REST being resource oriented, it does naturally fit with physical objects. Things can locate services through self-descriptive URLs and access them by using common HTTP requests, as GET, POST, PUT and DELETE. The GET verb is used to read a sensor, while a POST request will be sent for actuation. Only the POST operation is necessary for event-based communications. A "consumer" object has to provide a REST service on his side that will be called by the producer. The URL of this service is provided inside the JSON message when registering on the producer. This procedure is a major aspect of our approach as we are now able to link sensors with actuators.

**CoAP requests:** The CoAP protocol can be considered as an evolution of HTTP for constrained environments like WSN. The main differences consist in using UDP as transport protocol and reducing the header size by encoding fields in bytes instead of ASCII characters. It allows the CoAP header to be only 4 bytes big without optional headers. CoAP is very similar to HTTP and offers the same functionalities, like GET, POST, PUT and DELETE methods, making it an economical alternative to HTTP. The WoT can only benefit from CoAP as it is easy to implement on resource limited things, and operates exactly the same way as HTTP. In addition, it exists gateways translating CoAP to HTTP or vice versa, facilitating its integration into IS.

**Persistent TCP connections:** At last, the WoT framework is also using persistent TCP connections, also known as WebSockets [14] for managing event-based communications. This way of communicating is often used when consumers are unable to provide a REST service, like PCs with Web browsers. The channel is kept open on both sides as long as possible.

### 4. Proposal for energy efficient communications

The main idea of our proposal is to let the producer decide the most energy efficient way for communicating, either through REST or through WebSockets. As it will be shown later in Sect. 5, either mode become optimal as a function of the frequency and payload of the messages exchanged. To enable dynamic switching between modes, we explain here the modifications that are requested. The registration process and the persistent TCP connections concept explained above are mainly concerned by those changes.

In our approach, both modes have to be supported and therefore, the available callbacks have to be included within the JSON message with the request. The best suited communication method will be automatically selected by the producer. Figure 1 illustrates this behaviour with our previous example involving a lamp and a door.

![Fig. 1. Example of the registration process](image)

Our approach slightly differs from the WoT one. The WoT assumes that consumers will open the connection, keeping it open all long. In our vision, the producer has to initiate the connection with the consumer,
because the selection between REST or TCP has to be done from its side. If because of networking errors the connection should be lost, a connection on the same port will be reopened, unless the consumer unregisters.

5. Experimental measurements and analysis

Both event-based methods are addressing the same work, periodically notify concerned things about changes of states. Nevertheless, we can assume REST requests and persistent TCP connections having different impacts on energy consumption. This is indeed the case for objects using a Wi-Fi transceiver. In this chapter, we will show how the energy consumption of things is influenced by those protocols.

5.1. Platform and test environment

We used the openPICUS FLYPORT programmable Wi-Fi module. It is Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 certified, embeds a full TCP/IP stack, and can connect to IEEE 802.11b/g/n networks. It supports 1 or 2 Mbit/s transmission rates, with WEP, WPA-PSK and WPA2-PSK as security. The FLYPORT can be powered either at 5V or at 3.3V and drains 128mA current at 3.3V when connected to Wi-Fi [15]. One can use the provided IDE for developing in C.

We set up an isolated test environment built of a FLYPORT module acting as the producer, a Wi-Fi access point, a PC acting as the consumer, the Hameg HM8115-2 programmable power meter [16] for measuring the energy consumption of the FLYPORT and a PC for recording the measurements. The configuration of the access point is as follows: 802.11g, no encryption and long preamble. It is necessary to set up a dedicated test bench to ensure that no other device will be disturbing the proper running of the experiment as it would be in a public network. All kinds of not used services were deactivated on the participants of the network to guarantee that no other traffic can influence our measurements. The FLYPORT Wi-Fi module will produce data sent to the PC either by TCP, CoAP or by HTTP. Working in the context of smart buildings where the reaction delay of actuators is crucial, the module is not using duty-cycled models limiting the activity by putting it into hibernation for certain amounts of time as developed in [18]. The recorded measurements are then saved in a CSV format file for being further processed with Matlab for example.

5.2. Power consumption measurements

Our measurement campaign consists of tests of 30 seconds each, where the producer sent packets with a fixed payload size at a specific interval, applied to TCP, HTTP and CoAP. The values of payload and interval are chosen to match the behaviour of some specific devices used in smart buildings and therefore to obtain more pragmatic measures. We made the payload size in bytes vary as follows: 1, 10, 50, 100, 200 and 400, and the intervals in milliseconds between the sending of each packet as follows: 50, 100, 200, 400 and 800. The combination of the payload sizes and intervals gives us a campaign of 30 measurements. The 800ms interval limitation is coming from the fact that it is not possible to observe significant differences of power consumption at higher intervals. This limitation is due to the insignificant repercussion on energy consumption at such high intervals. Nevertheless, we were able to see a difference of consumption for the benefit of HTTP and CoAP over TCP at intervals higher than 10 seconds, due to the keep-alive packets sent by TCP.

The results of the average power consumption for each combination of payload and interval are showed in Figure 2. To perform accurate measurements and to observe the influence on the power consumption of each method, only a minimal program sending events was running on the FLYPORT.

5.3. Analysis

From the Figure 2, we can retrieve that HTTP is overall more energy consuming than TCP and CoAP. When examining the obtained measurements, TCP reveals to be on average 3.98% less consuming than HTTP, but only 0.69% less than CoAP. The maximal gain of TCP compared to HTTP is of 9.52% while the minimal one is 0.76%. CoAP performs almost as well as TCP, being in average 3.76% better than HTTP, with boundaries values of 8.70% and 0.76%. It can be explained by the number of packets exchanged, so the total number of transmitted data. In the case of TCP, once the connection established, only one
packet is necessary to send the JSON payload. It is exactly the same for CoAP except that no connection is required. Meanwhile, it is more complex for HTTP. Every time a payload has to be sent, a connection must be established first. This includes the inherent TCP window negotiation, the HTTP header, the HTTP response, and finally the connection closing, as illustrated in Figure 3. An increase of consumption is caused by this overhead. The amount of payload data does not play a major role in the power consumption. This is especially true when observing the results for HTTP and CoAP. The influencing factor of the consumption is definitely the sending interval.

5.4. Consumption approximation for TCP

For determining which method is most efficient, we propose for this to build a mathematical model to compute the power consumption. As previously pointed out, the consumption depends on the payload and the sending interval. To achieve this, we have to find a function expressing the consumption, with the payload and the sending interval as parameters. We can calculate the time needed to send data, including all underlying protocols. The global composition of a 802.11g frame is taken from [17].

Following function can be used to compute the energy consumption used to send one packet of data:

$$E(payload) = \{PLCP\text{preamble} + (MAC\text{header} + IP\text{header} + TCP\text{header} + payload) * ByteRate\} * TransmitPower$$

with $IP\text{header}$, $TCP\text{header}$ and $ByteRate$ known from [19] and [20]. The transmission power was previously measured. If we compare the measurements in Figure 2 with the theoretical values that can be computed with the approximation function, it proves that the function is accurate enough to compute the energy consumption of the FLYPORT over TCP, with an average error of 0.86%.

5.5. Consumption approximation for HTTP

Computing the energy consumption for HTTP is more complicated. Due to the connection and window negotiation, due to several acknowledgements, and due to the connection closing, there are a lot more packets exchanged with HTTP than TCP. The model is even more complex to establish considering that the
number of packets may vary from one connection to the other. Instead of using a theoretical model, we opted for a parametric model where the parameters are fit to the observation. We converged to an exponential function which mathematical properties match at best with our measurements. The resulting function is as follows:

\[ P(\text{interval}) = a \times \exp(b \times \text{interval}) + c \times \exp(d \times \text{interval}) \]

The parameters \(a\), \(b\), \(c\) and \(d\) were computed through a numerical fitting algorithm for every case of payload (1, 10, 50, 100, 200 and 400), ending up with 6 functions relative to the payload size. The resulting parameters allow the functions to be highly precise with an average error of 0.05%.

5.6. Consumption approximation for CoAP

As for TCP, it is possible to approximate the consumption with a function taking as parameter the payload. Based on UDP, the header size is smaller than TCP [19]. Being optimized for constrained environments, the CoAP header consists of only a few bytes [4]. The function is as follows:

\[ E(\text{payload}) = \{\text{PLCP preamble} + (\text{MAC header} + \text{IP header} + \text{UDP header} + \text{CoAP header} + \text{payload}) \times \text{ByteRate}) \} \times \text{TransmitPower} \]

This function is also accurate enough to approximate the energy consumption of CoAP. If we confront the theoretical values we can compute to the measurements, we obtain an average error of 1.44%.

6. Implementation

We now outline how we transposed the previously presented functions into the FLYPORT module introduced in Sect. 5 for saving energy. As visible on Figure 4, our implementation is subdivided in two main layers that are the HTTP-REST server and Event server.

6.1. REST server

For allowing very easily to add REST Web services to the FLYPORT, we decided to develop a REST server library in C, relative similar to more complex libraries that can be found for Java like Jersey, Restlet and others. Our implementation is declarative-oriented where developers indicate the type of service they want to offer. The aim of our library is to ease the integration of REST APIs on constrained devices by requiring only few steps in order to have fully functional REST services consumable by other things. Here we outline the steps necessary in order to offer REST services on the FLYPORT:

1. Include the source files (.h and .c) in the FLYPORT project.
2. Initialize the REST server by giving the listening port.
3. Declare the available REST services by indicating the HTTP verb, the URL scheme including parameters, and giving a pointer to the callback function.
4. Implement the callback function with specific behaviour, fill the return structure with response code, content-type, and payload data if needed.
5. Listen for incoming requests in the main loop.

In this work, the REST server is used for allowing consumers to register at the producers side. It could be used for many other purposes as reading a sensor’s value, for actuation or configuration. Its use is in no way restricted to functionalities of a device.

6.2. Hybrid layer

Additionally to the REST server, a second library acting as event server was developed. It offers an API for registering consumers to resources, implements the energy consumptions models, and handles all the notifications mechanisms for TCP, CoAP and HTTP. When sending events to registered consumers, it is the hybrid layer’s (event server) responsibility of choosing the appropriate protocol between TCP, HTTP or CoAP. As we need to record past events sent to customers, we first implemented an history structure. Every
registered customer owns its own instance of the structure. Using this history allows to compute the energy consumed by the previous communications. Every time before a new event should be sent, the layer will compute the method that would have less consumed by using the history. This is true in our case because of working with non varying intervals. However the history plays an important role in our approach as it adapts automatically to the interval and avoids developers to parameter the hybrid layer by giving the interval.

The function described in Sect. 5.4 was implemented to compute the energy consumption for TCP, including a special case for intervals higher than 10 seconds (value for the FLYPORT, it may be different on other types of modules) because of the keep-alive packets. The final value is computed as follows: \( \text{energy of each packet sent in history} + \text{energy at idle between the shipments} + \text{energy of keep-alive packets}. \)

For HTTP, we implemented the function outlined in Sect. 5.5. With the history, the layer knows the interval and average payload. Our approximation function then takes those values as parameters of it. In the case of the payload being different as our reference values (1, 10, 50, 100, 200 or 400), we do a linear interpolation to find the parameters \( a, b, c \) and \( d \). By knowing the time duration of the history, the resulting power value is then converted in energy.

CoAP’s approximation function described in Sect. 5.6 is the simplest one. It is very similar to TCP but without the special case for keep-alives. So, the energy is computed as follows: \( \text{energy of each packet sent in history} + \text{energy at idle between the shipments}. \)

7. Evaluation

After having implemented our hybrid layer, we reran the measurement campaign. This chapter points out the results we obtained and opens a discussion about it.

7.1. Quantitative

The Table 1 shows the results we obtained after having performed the measurement campaign a second time. Because having now a REST server running on the module, that consumes some energy, it was mandatory to measure again the consumption for TCP, HTTP and CoAP. We here remind that in Web-of-Things architectures, HTTP and CoAP are often considered as mutually exclusive, so that a thing will prefer using CoAP than HTTP. This is the reason why in our research we do not compare CoAP and HTTP together, but only with TCP.

The column \textit{Gain} shows the percentage of energy saved relative to the highest value between TCP and HTTP or TCP and CoAP. At opposite, the column \textit{Loss} shows the percentage of energy lost relative to the
lowest value between TCP and HTTP or TCP and CoAP. A negative value in column Gain means our hybrid layer to consume more than TCP, HTTP or CoAP alone, and can be explained by the consumption due to the hybrid layer. Nevertheless, our hybrid layer has proven its usefulness allowing to save 6.17% of energy in the best case and 2.10% on average when using TCP and HTTP. When using CoAP instead of HTTP, the results are much less impressive, because TCP and CoAP being very close in terms of consumption, leaving very little room for optimization. The hybrid layer also chooses the best method for higher intervals above 10 seconds as it selects HTTP or CoAP, which are theoretically the best ones for higher intervals. Our energy savings being quite low for single consumer, it becomes much more interesting with multiple customers. Indeed in the case of multiple consumers registered (limited to 3 in our case due to memory limitation of the FLYPORT), the positive gains were almost multiplied by the number of consumers, up to 15% in the best case.

### 7.2. Discussion

Consequences on energy are seldom taken into account by developers implementing callbacks. With our idea to provide an hybrid layer doing the job at their place, we hope to contribute to a reduction of energy consumption on things and extend battery life of WoT based WSN without using any duty-cycle or synchronisation technique. By relying on the impact of TCP, HTTP and CoAP on the Wi-Fi, we are able to reduce the energy consumption of event-based systems. Even if the purpose of those protocols is the same, carrying data, our measurements showed that they are indeed not equivalent in terms of energy management. However, this study pointed out that TCP and CoAP are almost identical.

Although our hybrid layer allowing energy saves for sensors sending at a fixed interval, its behaviour remains open for varying intervals. The reaction time of the layer will be significantly influenced by the number of records stored in the history. The rate of symbols sent over Wi-Fi is another issue, as it is part of the approximation functions for TCP and CoAP. This rate is continually adapting itself to the surrounding environment. In our test infrastructure, it was forced to 2Mb/s. As no device can actually communicate about the actual rate it is sending, this remains a significant obstacle to spread our layer.

At last, we would like to insist on the fact that, our research being still preliminary, there is still room for improvements. One could save even more energy by caching and grouping events, or using multicast capabilities to notify more than one consumer. Another way, instead of being only reactive, could be by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload [bytes]</th>
<th>Interval [ms]</th>
<th>TCP-HTTP Gain[%]</th>
<th>TCP-HTTP Loss[%]</th>
<th>TCP-CoAP Gain[%]</th>
<th>TCP-CoAP Loss[%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Power consumption efficiency of the hybrid layer
predicting the behaviour of devices with self learning algorithms, and to choose the method in a proactive manner.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we explored a new applicative way to reduce the energy consumption of things leveraging on the WoT framework. We introduced an hybrid layer doing the developers work, instead to give them the responsibility of choosing the application protocol for event notifications. Our results show that a significant saving of energy can be achieved by selecting the most convenient protocol, especially for multi-consumers on one provider. Further to this, we believe that our callback approach is more consistent for "things-to-things" registration and communication procedures. Future work includes addressing the varying interval of events and finding the best history size to conciliate reaction time and filtering of outlier intervals. In addition, we will investigate a caching method of events by considering time penalties to limit the radio’s use. A merge of our approach with duty-cycle methods will also be explored.
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